LINEN SAUNA TEXTILES
Design: Lankava Oy, Marja Rautiainen
Finished size: seat cover 53x70 cm, bench cover
53x130 cm, sauna pillow 20x50 cm
Weave structure: twill 2/2
Warp/meter: Aivina linen yarn Nel 8, tex 200 (100 %
LI, appr. 1-1,5 kg/cone, 1 kg = appr. 5000 m) 90 g Grey
melange (20) and Esito tow linen yarn Nel 8, tex 206
(100 % LI, 1 kg = appr. 5120 m) 10 g Half bleached
● width: 55,2 cm
● threads/cm: 8
● reed: 40/2
● total threads: 442+2
Warp pattern:
68 threads Grey
10 thr Half bleached
4x
64 thr Grey
10 thr Half bleached
68 thr Grey
Weft/meter: Aivina linen yarn Nel 8 (tex 200) 100 g
Grey melange (20) and Esito tow linen yarn Nel 8, (tex
206) 10 g Half bleached
Threads/cm: 8
Other supplies: 50 cm Dark grey cotton band
Instructions: Strengthen the outermost warp threads.
At the beginning of the seat cover and the bench cover,
weave 3 cm Grey for turn allowance. Throw shuttle from
right to left (= always throw shuttle from the right with the 1st treadle). Weave 78 cm repeating the following striping:
8 cm Grey, 10 threads Half bleached. At the end, weave 11 cm Grey as filler. Weave 151 cm repeating the following
striping 8 times: 15 cm Grey, 10 threads Half bleached. At the end, weave 18 cm grey as filler. For the pillow,
weave 50 cm Grey. Tip: you can soften the linen by keeping the spools in a plastic tub lined with a damp towel for a
moment before weaving.
Finishing: Tidy up the ends of the seat and bench covers with multistitch zig zag and sew hems of 1,5 cm. Wash
the pillow cloth according to instructions and steam on a linen setting. Fold the fabric in half and sew the long end
and one selvage end with a 1 cm seam allowance. Sew 25 cm cotton bands to the middle of the remaining selvage
end and hem the ends of the bands.

Any commercial use of this pattern is prohibited.
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